EHPA Heat Pump Statistics 2005: Sales Figures Heating Only
(excluding heat recovery heat pumps)

- Austria: 720 units, 3.174 air/water, 4.000 others
- Bulgaria: 867 units, 1.339 Total
- Czech Rep: 527 units, 4.000 water/water
- Estonia: 356 units, 1.447 dir. expansion/water or dir. condensation
- Finland: 3.500 units, 1.255 others
- France: 450 units, 5.322 Total
- Germany: 4.529 units
- Ireland: 2.300 units
- Netherlands: 1.824 units
- Norway: 3.000 units
- Poland: 1.350 units
- Sweden: 10.409 units, 292 dir. exp./dir. cond.
- Switzerland: 6.749 units, 4.836 Total
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